
In Partnership with

GreenLight and ej4
Train and Orient your Entire Organization with GreenLight and ej4

GreenLight Learning Management
With GreenLight learning management system you can centrally manage the 

process of creating, delivering and tracking personalized training programs 

for your employees, now with an available professional media content library 

proven to be more effective in knowledge absorption and retention!

Key GreenLight Features

•  Enhance communication and increase performance with customizable  

or off the shelf video training!

•  Manage and track student marks and progress for SCORM or  

AICC compliant web-based training, instructor-led courses and  

on-the-job training

•  Create a unified employee experience while maintaining a  

consistent brand

•  Reduce costs and increase efficiency

Content Library
ej4’s Content Library offers hundreds of off-the-shelf training videos that make 

sure you’re covered from day one. ej4’s Content Library delivers targeted 

content videos that provide maximum results.  The videos are cost effective, 

delivered in a fun and compelling manner and teach in a manner that 

generate real results for your organization.

Off-the-shelf courses include:

•  Leadership

•  Management

•  Supervision

•  Personal Productivity

•  HR Compliance

•  Sales

•  Software

•  Customer Service

•  Safety/OSHA

•  DOT
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What does ej4 stand for:
•  E = execution, elearning

•  The 4 J’s: Just as needed, Just enough, Just in 
time and Just right

GreenLight and ej4
ej4 takes your GreenLight learning initiatives 

to the next level for even greater knowledge 

absorption and retention. With GreenLight and 

ej4, train and orient your entire organization 

with ease!

Combined Benefits of ej4 and 
SilkRoad Solutions
•  One blended learning solution for all your 

training needs

•  Improve your bottom line with greater productivity

•  Easily absorbed information means quicker 
learning and greater knowledge retention

•  Seamless integration for consistent branding and 
single sign-on

Partnering is Suite!



ej4 video training
ej4 offers a specialized type of “task-based” video, where training 

is broken into small, concentrated segments that teach repeatable 

skills and behavior – not just theories and concepts. With ej4 video 

training you benefit from a consistent, remote, inexpensive and 

effective training solution that results in a dramatic increase  

in performance.

Key Video Training Features:

•  Look and feel of in-person training

•  Short-form video (10 minutes or less)

•  Teaches tactical skills to use today – not story-based concepts

•  Design and instructionally sound, by trainers for trainers

•  300+ off-the-shelf video training lessons!

•  Create one, deploy many – videos run on computers, TV,  

iPods, phones
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